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PAUL KIEVE
T H E I N V I S I B L E M A N

Earlier this year, Paul Kieve was presented

with the David Berglas Award for

outstanding contribution to magic. Past

recipients of this prestigious trophy have

included Paul Daniels, Geoffrey Durham and

Alex Elmsley.  Researching this feature, I

began to realise just how much this laid-

back magician with the Mediterranean looks

has played a part in modern day magic. Not

only is he an accomplished performer (he

recently became the only magician in history

to appear in “The Proms” in the Royal Albert

Hall) and Harry Potter star Daniel Radcliffe’s

personal magic tutor, he is, perhaps, the

most prolific and successful magic

consultant in UK theatre history! 

Paul Kieve has left his magical influence on

many major theatre productions over the past

fifteen years and this success has led to his

talents being in demand in other areas, too.

The only magic consultant to work on any of

the Harry Potter movies, he has continued to

skilfully juggle a variety of exciting projects

and yet his name may be relatively unfamiliar

to many magicseen readers. I travelled to

London in the sweltering heat of mid-July to

interview the man who puts the magic into

our entertainment experiences…

Rare magic posters adorn the walls,

halls, landing and lounge of Paul’s stylish

house in Hackney, London. There is an

imposing old book case crammed with magic

books that would keep a magic scholar busy

for years. Paul is obviously a man who

respects magic history and he

enthusiastically informs me of specific details

from his book collection.

I begin by asking him how he copes with

the pressure of having to develop magic effects

to order. Surely it cannot be easy to meet

deadlines – with the director, cast and financial

backers waiting to put on a production?

“I’ve learned how to put myself in a

position where I’m most likely to succeed,”

says Paul, “When I started out I didn’t know

the way theatre budgets, politics  and

schedules worked, particularly on big

musicals, but now I know how shows are put

together and staged and that helps me a lot.

I’ve also learned not to commit myself to

things that are truly impossible! In some

situations I will go into a meeting and

basically say that I will be able to help, but

that the producer is employing my expertise

and not necessarily a guarantee of an

absolutely specific result.  I also make sure

that it is understood that my work can only

be achieved with co-operation and

collaboration from other departments. Having

said that, one way or another, I’ve had a good

success rate at coming up with what is asked

and nobody is more surprised than I am! 

I do admit that there is pressure, as I’m

constantly being asked to come up with

things that haven’t, or seemingly haven’t

been done before, but I have been working

on theatre productions for over 15 years now

so I suppose I get used to the demands.  Also

it’s amazing how many clues can come from

what has been done in the past.” 

How do you cope with those inevitable

mental blocks? “If I get stuck, I try and visualise

what I would like the final result to look like. I

imagine myself sitting in the audience and how I

want it to look from their perspective without

getting too hung up on the method.”

Paul seems so relaxed that I don’t doubt

that he can cope with anything that stressed

Directors throw at him. But what actually

makes great magic within a theatre

production? “The most successful moments

are when a strong magic effect coincides

with a dramatic peak. Take the unmasking in

The Invisible Man where Griffin takes off his

bandages to reveal an invisible head.  If that

exact effect had theoretically happened

earlier in the play at a less important

moment in the story it wouldn’t have had the

same impact. In “The Invisible Man” the

whole first half of the story is entirely built

upon the suspense of who this bandaged

stranger is. The un-bandaging is where the

dramatic and emotional arc is at its highest.

If I can deliver a good magic moment at the

top of this dramatic climax, then I have my

greatest chance of creating a strong and

memorable impact.”

I ask Paul how he got the job on The

Invisible Man – a production that received

rave reviews – not least for over 40 amazing

magical effects. “At the time, I was in a magic

double-act called The Zodiac Brothers and we

had just finished our last contract.  I wanted

to move on. I knew that the act would always

work, but on ships and overseas. I found the

experience of working on cruise ships quite

claustrophobic – I didn’t necessarily want a

chocolate mint on my pillow every night!” The

very next day, Paul received a call from the

Theatre Royal Stratford East where writer and

director Ken Hill was planning his next

production and it proved to be a very
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significant moment in his career. “Ken wasn’t

afraid of a big challenge. He saw the absurd

fun of staging The Invisible Man live.  He was

cavalier in his approach and had already

decided that it could be done with or without

a magic designer! His favourite phrase

whenever anything seemed to be an

insurmountable challenge was: ‘We can just

jig it out of a bit of ply!’” 

What does Paul see as the most

rewarding aspect of working on a production?

“A really good collaboration between all the

departments has resulted in the best

experiences I’ve had. A recent example was

the 2005 production of “Theatre of Blood” at

the National Theatre in London.  The story

concerns a hammy Shakespearian actor who

murders seven critics that have slammed his

performances. All are dispatched in the style

of a death from a Shakespeare play.”  The

production was based on the 1970’s film

starring Vincent Price. Says Paul: “I had to

create impalements, electrocutions, drownings

and dismemberments! The great thing for me

about “Theatre of Blood” was that it placed all

my effects at critical points of the plot. I got

totally immersed in the projects and worked on

it solidly for about 3 months. I was in charge of

all the murders and blood effects and that was

a big learning curve for me.

At some of the rehearsals we used

literally litres of stage blood and the actors

were dressed in white plastic all-in-one

protective boiler suits.  The floor and walls of

the rehearsal room had to be covered in

protective plastic. Everything was built in-

house at The National Theatre workshops

and the set and costume designer Rae Smith

was incredibly helpful. She just helped to

make everything work as well as it possibly

could.  In addition I was working with

Improbable Theatre (who were co-producing

the play). I had worked with them in 1998 at

the Lyric Hammersmith, and they have a

great love of visual theatre.  Director Phelim

McDermott was very keen for the murders to

be as horrific and spectacular as possible.

Oscar-winner Jim Broadbent, probably

best known for his movie work with Director

Mike Leigh and his role in Moulin Rouge took

the lead role and Paul found him a joy to work

with. “He was very down-to-earth, a

consummate professional who was very keen

to learn the details. It really was a dream job

for me, but the critics didn’t know how to react

to it as the whole play not only dealt with their

grisly deaths, but speculated that their roles in

theatre were irrelevant! The Evening Standard

newspaper reviewer, Nicholas De Jongh was

vitriolic”. However, much of the press praised

Paul’s work as the highlight. No lesser journal

than The Hollywood Reporter wrote 

“Illusionist Paul Kieve stages the

murders in quite extraordinary fashion.  

They are as utterly convincing as they are

hilariously horrific”

After consistently receiving enthusiastic

reviews for his work in theatre productions,

Paul received a call that most magicians

dream about. He was approached by Director

Alfonso Cuaron to work on Harry Potter and

The Prisoner of Azkaban. However, it wasn’t

simply a matter of saying “yes”, as Paul

reveals: “I had to do a two-hour ‘show & tell’

presentation to all the departments gathered

together, showing what might be possible

using physical magical effects as opposed to

computers” says Paul, calmly. “On that day in

Leavesden, near Watford I felt like an

ambassador for magic because I was the first

magician to be asked onto the set. It was a

freezing cold day and I demonstrated more

than forty different effects live with another

30 examples from video. 

After I had finished, they said: What are

you doing tomorrow?” Amongst many other

things Paul had showed them a number of

animation effects and a self-folding bill during

his presentation and his first task was to have

a look at the ‘Marauder’s Map’ which they

wanted to magically fold itself up.  “My

existence on the film was sometimes politically

tricky as they had already completed two films

with existing computer and special effects

teams.  I was a new, albeit one-man,

department, so I had to tread carefully! In the

end the other teams were very helpful to me,

particularly John Richardson and the special

effects department.

After having got through the “Show And Tell”

and my first couple of scenes,  I had to create a

second presentation which was actually held on

the set of Hogwarts Hall.  This was to

demonstrate possibilities for a scene where all

the kids had been to Zonko’s joke shop (this will

mean something to Harry Potter readers!).  One

of the things I showed was a floating sphere -

which I rigged to go the whole length of the hall

and back again. Designer Stuart Craig came up

with the idea of having a number of spheres

floating around The Astronomy Room. So I set up

some globes to float around live for the cameras

on the set, which was not easy due to the

restrictions of lights, camera cranes, and

constantly changing shooting angles.”

Paul laughs as he explains that when he

demonstrated the original effect he had used

a Christmas tree bauble ‘bought for a quid’

from a Hackney newsagent. “The Astronomy

Room sequence took thirteen days to

complete.  Working on films there is an

unbelievable amount of hanging around,”

says Paul, “but when they want you on set

you have to be ready to perform instantly!” 

We heard that you actually conducted a

magic class on set, is this correct? “Yes it is, I

held a series of classes over a day, to assess

the ability of the kids.  Almost all the kids

turned up for one of the sessions – Emma

Watson who plays Hermione, The Weasley

twins, it was quite surreal. Everyone was

there except Daniel Radcliffe, who, of course,

plays Harry Potter – he was busy filming.

When we were doing the scene the following

week, he came up to me on the set of

Hogwart’s Hall and said: ‘I can’t believe

you’ve taught everyone else magic except

me!!’ So I promised him that I’d teach him

whenever there was an opportunity. He was

genuinely interested  – he’d previously

bought a magic set in New York…” So you

started giving him lessons on set? “On the

set he has a dressing room, and next door to

that is a classroom where he does all of his

school studies – that’s where I held the

magic lessons. I really wanted to inspire him

as he seemed so keen to learn.  He is an

exceptionally bright kid and very humble

considering the amount of media attention

he has received” continues Paul. “I’d take

over an old magic book and tell him a few

things about the history, then show him some

practical things too. The first lessons were a

couple of hours and then I continued giving

him lessons at his family home in Fulham,

often for three or four hours at a time.

“Daniel has really got the magic-bug and

during the filming of The Prisoner of Azkaban

he took tricks on set. He told me the first time

he met Emma Thompson he showed her a

trick he had learned from me and she

screamed – that really helped to break the

ice!” Towards the end of filming, Paul received

a call from the Director: “He asked me if I

could think of a present for Daniel as a ‘wrap’

present. Daniel had been practising the cups

& balls with paper cups, so I suggested we get

him a professional set. We got him a beautiful

set produced by Brett Sherwood.”

So how is Daniel doing with his magic

now? “Well, at present, I’ve more-or-less

taught him a lot of what I know when it

comes to close-up magic! Daniel told me that

he was in a restaurant and he started doing

some close-up magic at the tables…and he

went down really well. He was most pleased

when a table of Japanese customers failed to

recognise him, but responded purely because

the magic was done well!  Daniel has kindly

written the introduction to my forthcoming

book on magic.”

Perhaps the most memorable of Paul’s

effects in The Prison of Azkaban is where

‘The Marauder’s Map’ magically self-folds

itself – the last effect shot of the movie. Paul

got a call months after he had designed it –

and was asked to bring in the long-forgotten

I was a new,
albeit one-man,
department, so
I had to tread
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THE STORY
SO FAR...
1984: Appears in video for Sade’s “Your Love

Is King”, “Blue Peter” and ITV show

“Illusions” at age of 16.  

1985: The Young Magician Of The Year-

runner up with sister Karen

1986: First summer season - Inn On The

Park, Jersey  

1987: Forms The Zodiac Brothers

1991: The Magic Castle in Hollywood  

“The Invisible Man”  at The Theatre Royal

Stratford East

1992: First West End show - “The Witches”.

1993: “The Invisible

Man”  West End &

national tour. 

Sam Mendes’  production

of “The Tempest”.   

“Scrooge” UK and

Australia 

1994: Works with David Copperfield in 

Las Vegas 

1995: “La Grande Magia”

National Theatre, London

1996: “Alice In

Wonderland”  English

National Ballet, London

Coliseum

1997: Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Sydmonton

festival 

1998: Signs contract with Walt Disney

Theatrical Productions, Los Angeles

2000: “The

Witches of

Eastwick” in West

End. Design’s

illusions for

Dominic Wood’s

“Animal Magic”

BBC series.

2001: The first of several international arena

ice shows. 

2002: “Our House” in the West End. Wins

Olivier Award - Best new Musical

2003: “Harry Potter and the

Prisoner of Azkaban” filmed. 

Appointed magic consultant

to Guinness.

Consultant on Derren Brown

series.

Simon Cowell sawn in half

by Pete Waterman on BBC “Children In

Need”.

Teaches Ant & Dec.

2004: Performs in “C’est Barbican” which

wins Best Entertainment Olivier Award. 

Consultant on Derren Brown’s Seance.

Guinness World Records 50th Edition

published with magic section.

“Scrooge” Chicago and US tour.

Wizardry course for Sci-Fi channel in New York

“Carnesky’s Ghost Train” seen by over 12,00

people, 20 people at a time.

2005: Films “Graham Norton’s Variety Allstars”

for BBC, teaching ex “Spice Girls” Melanie C 

on camera.

Appears in The Proms, Royal Albert Hall

accompanied by 60 piece orchestra.

“Theatre of Blood” at The National Theatre.

“The Woman In White” -  West End and Broadway.

“Scrooge”, London Palladium. 

“Scrooge” tour with Shane Richie

2006: “The Lord Of The Rings” Toronto

Book commissioned with preface by Daniel

Radcliffe.

Consults on Hans Klok’s European tour.

“Mystery” for Holiday On ice, Germany

Illusionist Paul Kieve 
stages the murders in quite

extraordinary fashion

Jim Broadbent in the Theatre Of Blood.

Paul with Director Richard Eyre in 1995.

Paul with the
Marauder’s Map.
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map that he had worked on months earlier.

“They asked how long it would take to get to

the stage where it could be filmed – the time

it would take to transfer my system onto the

real Maurauder’s map and I said 2-4 hours.

They asked me to start straight away and

that it would be filmed in the afternoon. I

designed, made and operated the

mechanism. And out of all the stuff I have

ever done, I guess it’s The Marauder’s Map

that’s been seen and remembered by the

most people,”

Not only was Paul responsible for

memorable magical scenes in the movie, he

also landed a cameo appearance in ‘The

Three Broomsticks section’. As Paul tries to

find me the clip on a huge DVD projection

screen in his lounge, he says, “I hope my

three seconds are worth it!” But even those

three seconds were the result of three days

filming at Shepperton Studios.

Working on perhaps the highest profile

movie in the world must have been an

amazing experience, and yet there was

another blockbuster-project – this time in

theatre-land, waiting for him. Twenty-Eight

million Canadian dollars (about £14 million)

were spent on the mammoth task of bringing

The Lord of the Rings to life on stage. This

was a project that according to Paul had

been bubbling under for many years – even

pre-dating the films – and it was always going

to be an epic. “They were waiting for a

theatre in London to become available,”

explains Paul. “The scale of the show was so

huge that only three theatres in London were

big enough to accommodate it.  The producers

were waiting for We Will Rock You to come off

at The Dominion, but every time ticket sales

flagged and we got ready to go, they would

extend the booking period again.  Waiting for

West End Theatres is an absurd business full

of rumour and speculation!. It transpired that

Toronto, which has a huge theatre industry,

had the perfect theatre – one that had been

built specifically to house Miss Saigon. An

opportunity arose and so the full English

production team was flown out there to make

it work with a March 2006 opening date!”

The Princess of Wales Theatre, owned by

Toronto’s famous Mirvish family, proved to be

perfect, but how on earth do you put The

Lord of the Rings on stage? Says Paul: “It

tells the story of all three books in one

evening. It’s a play with atmospheric music –

composed by a Scandinavian folk group

called Vartinna and  A R Rahman – the well

known Bollywood composer who wrote the

show “Bombay Dreams”.  It really is not a

traditional musical in any sense – you don’t

suddenly get Gandalph singing a song about

the Hobbits and doing a tap Dance.  Music is

an important part of the story and is referred

to by Tolkein in the books, so on the whole it

fits into fairly natural places in the story.

On the first day of rehearsals I was struck

by the sheer scale of what we were involved

in. There were 250-300 people in the

rehearsal room – 65 actors and musicians

are actually on stage at the same time!”

It took four solid months to assemble all

the sets in Toronto. The production is truly epic

in every way. Paul was involved in the early

creative process and had a number of effects

to achieve. “I had the task of making Bilbo

disappear, and of course a number of times

when Frodo puts the ring on and vanishes. There

is  also a scene where Sam has to cut all the

Orcs to pieces, and a 10 minute pre-show

section. In terms of my work, although this is

physically the largest show I’ve ever worked on,

it’s not the biggest job as far as my contributions

go”, says Paul modestly. “It is the sort of

production that magicians will love! It’s the

equivalent in scale of a Las Vegas Show and is a

huge visual feast!” Other members of the creative

team include Peter Darling who choreographed

the stage and film versions of Billy Elliot.  The

principle creative team were all behind the Olivier

Award winning musical “Our House” which Paul

worked on in the West End in 2003.

In Toronto, the production came in for

criticism, partially for running too long. Will this

be the case when it opens in London? “The

show has now been re-structured and

shortened. Part of the critical problem in

Toronto was that Lord of the Rings was hoped to

revive the Toronto tourism and theatre industry

– a large amount of government money went

into it over there.  In the end it is only a theatre

production, albeit a spectacular one - and it

couldn’t possibly live up to what it was expected

to”.  The show is set to open at The Theatre

Royal Drury Lane, London in June 2007.

As I climb into my taxi to head back to

Kings Cross Station, I realise just how many

pages of my notebook I’ve filled and I’m

already starting to worry about the massive

task ahead. How am I going to write a feature

on someone who has achieved so much? As

the taxi draws away, Paul is leaning out of his

office watching the busy street scene at the

end of his road. He is unaffected and modest

about his success, and you just know that

there’s a lot more to come.

Updates on Paul’s latest projects are

available at www.stageillusion.com

Are you from a theatrical background?

My mum, Millie, acted in her teens and after

many years away from the business she went

on to set up the “Eastend Theatre Company”.

She was always very encouraging and took

me to the theatre from a young age.  I can

remember seeing Derek Jacobi as Hamlet

when I was 10 – I don’t think I understood a

word of it!  My father, Jeff, was also very

encouraging – he originally went to art school

although ended up lecturing in economics.

Basically both of my parents had artistic

interests and I was taken to the theatre quite

regularly – it wasn’t an alien thing to me at all.

I was incredibly lucky with the support I had

from them. My siblings had creative interests

too - my younger brother, Daniel, is a

professional pianist singer/songwriter. My older

brother, Mark, had a magic set before I did and

always used to drive me to my shows and took

me to my first magic shop (Alan Alan’s Magic

Spot).  My sister Karen performed with me

when I first started out.  She would always be a

keen critic.  She tragically died in 1995 and I

still miss her immensely.

How do decide which projects to take on? 

I love taking projects that give me

opportunities to do exciting, different and

sometimes downright bizarre things.  I’m

normally a dog lover, but working on “Theatre

Of Blood” gave me the opportunity to

apparently liquidise a live poodle onstage at

the National Theatre.  I couldn’t wait to see

how the highbrow British audience would

respond (they appeared to love it!). 

One of the interesting things about doing this

kind of work is that I get introduced to totally

new worlds – like opera and ballet, serious

drama, musical theatre, the art world,

olympic level Ice skating shows.  People

could, and do, spend a lifetime trying to work

in just one of them.  I feel privileged to be

able to enter these normally quite closed

worlds at a good level and learn from them.

So if I’m offered a job in an area I’ve never

worked in before that is always a plus. If I’ve

worked with a team before (such as the Lord

Of The Rings team) that helps too – as I

know there will be a general atmosphere of

co-operation from the start. 

Do you feel that you are in competition with

other magic developers and consultants?

Not competition – but there are other

magicians who have worked on theatre

projects of course – one of the most

encouraging to me was Charles Reynolds

from New York who was Doug Henning’s

consultant.  Since my original version of

Invisible Man in 1991, a number of other

productions have been done.  The most

significant was at the Cleveland Playhouse in

America in 1998 starring Jim Dale.  Jim

Steinmeyer designed the magic –

unfortunately I didn’t get to see that

production. Jim has worked on a number of

theatre productions including Mary Poppins

in the West End and most recently a new

version of Phantom Of The Opera in Las

Vegas.  I am always interested to see

examples of other peoples work in theatre as

it doesn’t come up that often. George Kovari

worked on a version of The Invisible Man at

The Oldham Coliseum and he did a great job.

Geoffrey Durham did an amazing job on Just

Like That – the Tommy Cooper show. Paul

Daniels worked on the original Phantom

production, and in fact the original production

of Scrooge. Ali Bongo has of course worked

on a lot of theatre productions as has John

Wade.  There are a number of people who do

bits and pieces on stage productions but I’m

not sure how many have worked in the same

integrated way with directors, actors and

designers.  I suppose in the end I have

sacrificed my performing career in order to do

the theatre work really thoroughly.

Are there any individual effects that you

have been particularly pleased with? 

I liked the boy changing into a mouse in “The

Witches” as well as the solution (which I

worked out with David Wood) of how to

vanish the whole stage full of witches at the

end!  There is an illusion in “Scrooge” when

the Ghost of Christmas Past walks though a

mirror – it is baffling to the audience but it is

also a moment with great emotion attached

to it.  In the musical version, Scrooge has just

realised that it is the spirit of his dead sister.

As he goes to touch her one last time he

On the first day of rehearsals 
I was struck by the sheer scale of

what we were involved in. 
There were 250-300 people in 
the rehearsal room – 65 actors
and musicians are actually on

stage at the same time!

Lord of the Rings...

Alice in Wonderland with the 
English National Ballet.

Paul with Sister Karen in 1984.

Theatre production of Scrooge.
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can’t as she has walked through the mirror

and the glass is solid, despite seeing her

ghostly image through it.  It strengthens the

illusion that he “proves” the mirror is solid,

but there is a strong dramatic reason for him

to try and touch her – the mirror is suddenly

in the way.  Hopefully the reaction from the

audience is primarily emotional.  The show

has been performed hundreds of times in

many different venues around the world and

it is always a moment that audience and

critics comment on.  Then of course there

was the projectile vomiting in a West End

Agatha Christie play last year which made it

into the papers but that’s another story!

Last year, you worked on your first

Broadway show!

I was invited to work on

the Andrew Lloyd

Webber musical “The

Woman In White” last

year, directed by Trevor

Nunn.  It had been

running in London for a

year and they wanted to

make the Woman In White’s appearances

more spooky for Broadway – not easy as the

whole set was projected and there was

almost no physical set. I implemented the

changes initially into the West End

production.  It was exciting working in a

theatre on Times Square, New York.  I’d

worked for Lloyd Webber in 1997 – I

designed an illusion for his private

Sydmonton theatre festival, when he was

planning to do a Phantom Of The Opera

sequel.  He is quite interested in stage

illusion and talked to me about having seen

Doug Henning in “Merlin” on Broadway.

“Woman In White” marked a Brit invasion on

Broadway as the two stars were Michael Ball

and Maria Freedman.  Despite quite good

reviews the show lasted only 3 months, partly

due to Maria Freedman having to pull out

with a diagnosis of breast cancer, and

Michael Ball pulling with a severe throat

infection.  Not many people want to see a

new Broadway show missing its two main

stars.  If Lloyd Webber can’t make a show

work on Broadway it makes you realise just

how precarious the theatre industry is.

Tell us about the Earthsea Website?

Sci Fi channel commissioned me to design

and promote what they described as the

world’s first online Wizardry Website!  I’m not

sure if that was true but it worked for them

for the promotion of their mini series based

on the book “Wizard Of Earthsea”.  The site

consisted of 8 chapters about the history and

practice of magic with me demonstrating very

simple tricks on streaming video.  I went to

New York to promote the site and did 18

breakfast TV interviews in one morning which

was surreal.  I was trained to switch the

conversation off Harry Potter and back onto

Earthsea within 5 seconds as most of the

interviews were only 2 minutes! The site is

still online at www.scifi.com/earthsea/wizard.

What are you currently working on? 

This year’s production of Scrooge - The Musical

opens in November starring Michael Barrymore.

English National Ballet are also reviving Alice In

Wonderland which features quite a lot of magic

- that opens in October at the Palace Theatre

Manchester and goes on tour, playing The

London Coliseum at Christmas.  I’m working on

my fourth ice show for Holiday On Ice directed

by Robin Cousins which opens in October in

Hamburg. Lord of the Rings is opening at the

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane next year so we are

already into meetings for that. 

The project I am most excited about is a

book project – I have been commissioned by

Bloomsbury to do a book on magic for

children.  The commissioning editor is 

J K Rowling’s editor and Daniel Radcliffe has

kindly written the introduction.  

(More info – Scrooge www.kenwright.com,

Alice In Wonderland: www.ballet.org.uk, Lord

Of The Rings – www.lotr.com)

You compiled a first ever magic spread for the

50th anniversary issue of The Guinness Book

of Records – how did

this  come about?

The lead actor in  The

West End show ‘Our

House’ changed

costume 29 times

every performance as

he was playing two

versions of the same

character in a “Sliding Doors” style narrative.

This was a world record for a lead in a musical.

Can you imagine – he changed costume over

8,000 times in 10 months as well as taking a

huge singing and dancing role in the show! I

was one of three people given World Record

certificates as the designer of the quick-

change sequences. Afterwards I was asked by

Della Torra-Howes, senior records researcher

for Guinness, to become their magic

consultant. They were getting all sorts of

nonsense claims and had no way of knowing

how to judge them.  Someone actually held a

record for “most number of sponge balls

vanished in a minute” believe it or not – and it

wasn’t that many – like 18 or something!.  My

engagement coincided with preparation of the

50th edition of the book, and I assisted in

compiling the first ever magic section for it..  I

researched records from, among others, Luis

De Matos, Robert Gallop and Siegfried and

Roy as well as historic records for P T Selbit,

Maskelyne and Devant, Robert Harbin and

Doug Henning.  To coincide with publication, I

went out to the US with Guinness to give out

certificates to some of the record holders.

The most enjoyable moments included having

tea with The Pendragons at their home and

having the opportunity to meet Teller who I

have always hugely admired. We also

researched more records - spending time with

David Copperfield at his warehouse, looking

at Norm Nielson’s poster collection and

seeing every show in Vegas! Jeff McBride set

a couple of new records while we were there

too. Loads of people were very helpful and

welcoming to us such as Mike Caveney, Tina

Lenert and Kevin James.  

One of the troubles with magic world

records is – how do you make them

quantifiable and verifiable and stop people

copying an original routine just to get in the

book? One of the records I researched was

Penn & Teller’s most live creatures in a magic

routine record for their “a million bees”

routine – well 80,000 verified in fact. For the

first time, Guinness took into account

originality. You now can’t produce 80,001

bees in the same way just to get into the

book. We ended up creating a second magic

spread (2006 book) and I was much happier

with that one as I had much more control

over it generally and I think there is a good

mixture of records with no rubbish!  There are

unlikely to be any more magic spreads in the

foreseeable future – they have so many

potential categories fighting for space I was

surprised there was more than one.

You were awarded the prestigious Berglas

Trophy in 2006 for Outstanding Services to

Magic. Did this come as a surprise?

The first I knew of it was when I received an

email from the secretary of the British

Magical Society saying that I had been

nominated. And further down the email he

said that I had won it so I didn’t have to wait

in suspense.  I respect David Berglas a great

deal and so I was very pleased to receive it

from him. Many of the previous winners are

names I respect such as Alex Elmsley,

Geoffrey Durham, and Paul Daniels. It’s nice

to win something that I didn’t have to

knowingly compete for, and I really appreciate

having my work recognized in this way.
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